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ABSTRACT 39 

Neural response properties that typify primary sensory afferents are critical to fully appreciate 40 

because they establish and, ultimately, represent the fundamental coding design used for higher-level 41 

processing.  Studies illuminating the center-surround receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells, for 42 

example, were ground-breaking because they determined the foundation of visual form detection.  For 43 

the auditory system, a basic organizing principle of the spiral ganglion afferents is their extensive 44 

electrophysiological heterogeneity establishing diverse intrinsic firing properties in neurons throughout 45 

the spiral ganglion.  Moreover, these neurons display an impressively large array of neurotransmitter 46 

receptor types that are responsive to efferent feedback.  Thus, electrophysiological diversity and its 47 

neuromodulation is a fundamental encoding mechanism contributed by the primary afferents in the 48 

auditory system. 49 

To place these features into context we evaluated the effects of hyperpolarization and cAMP on 50 

threshold level as indicators of overall afferent responsiveness in CBA/CaJ mice of either sex.  51 

Hyperpolarization modified threshold gradients such that distinct voltage protocols could shift the 52 

relationship between sensitivity and stimulus input to re-shape resolution. This resulted in an ‘accordion 53 

effect’ that appeared to stretch, compress, or maintain responsivity across the gradient of afferent 54 

thresholds. cAMP targeted threshold and kinetic shifts to rapidly adapting neurons, thus revealing 55 

multiple cochleotopic properties that could potentially be independently-regulated.  These examples of 56 

dynamic heterogeneity in primary auditory afferents not only have the capacity to shift the range, 57 

sensitivity, and resolution, but to do so in a coordinated manner that appears to orchestrate changes 58 

with a seemingly unlimited repertoire.  59 

    60 
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 61 

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT  62 

How do we discriminate the more nuanced qualities of the sound around us?  Beyond the 63 

basics of pitch and loudness, aspects such as pattern, distance, velocity, and location are all attributes 64 

that must be utilized to encode acoustic sensations effectively.  While higher level processing is 65 

required for perception, it would not be unexpected if the primary auditory afferents optimized receptor 66 

input to expedite neural encoding.  The findings reported herein are consistent with this design.  67 

Neuromodulation compressed, expanded, shifted, or realigned intrinsic electrophysiological 68 

heterogeneity to alter neuronal responses selectively and dynamically.  This suggests that diverse 69 

spiral ganglion phenotypes provide a rich substrate to support an almost limitless array of coding 70 

strategies within the first neural element of the auditory pathway.    71 
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INTRODUCTION 72 

Neurons in different areas of the brain can be distinguished from one another by their unique 73 

electrophysiological characteristics (Bean, 2007).  These distinct firing patterns are not an 74 

epiphenomenon, but instead represent different information processing systems for individual brain 75 

nuclei (Manis and Campagnola, 2018).  Electrophysiological diversity, however, is not only found 76 

between neuron categories, it is also observed within them.   While it is becoming more evident that 77 

similar cell types also differ electrophysiologically from one another, a uniform class of primary auditory 78 

afferents exemplify this behavior (Mo and Davis, 1997b, a).  Type I spiral ganglion neurons, with their 79 

simple bipolar or pseudomonopolar morphology and one-to-one peripheral synaptic connections 80 

(Spoendlin, 1973) are a model of intrinsic electrophysiological heterogeneity.  When evaluated in 81 

isolation, these neurons can be grouped into three separate categories based upon in vitro 82 

electrophysiology (Crozier and Davis, 2014) and transcriptomic profiling of developing and adult ganglia 83 

(Petitpre et al., 2018; Shrestha et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018), similar to those identified in vivo 84 

(Liberman, 1978).  Yet their complexity extends beyond the three sub-classes because neurons within 85 

each group are not all electrophysiologically identical (Davis and Crozier, 2016). 86 

The existence of such a large variety of spiral ganglion phenotypes suggests that neurons 87 

encode as a population.  While this organization could represent an extensive and complete afferent 88 

coding mechanism, invariant neuron properties would effectively lock the intrinsic electrophysiological 89 

characteristics of these neurons into a static profile.  This scenario, consistent with enhancing the 90 

system’s ability to encode a wide range of input, would necessarily limit resolution, since there is a 91 

restricted number of afferent neurons that can be used for this purpose.  Yet the auditory system has 92 

an extensive coding capacity relative to both dynamic range and resolution.  The intensity sub-modality, 93 

for example, mediates the processing of sounds as soft as a whisper to those as loud as the roar of a 94 

jet engine, while still possessing the fine resolution to discriminate the smallest of intensity differences 95 

that underlie the capacity to localize high frequency sounds in space with precision (Allen and Ison, 96 

2010).   97 
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Spiral ganglion neurons with their complex intrinsic properties reside at the intersection of 98 

sensory receptor glutamatergic input and efferent regulatory output.   A wealth of neurotransmitters and 99 

neuromodulators identified within the lateral olivocochlear (LOC) efferents, including acetylcholine,  100 

dopamine, GABA, and neuropeptides, innervate the postsynaptic membrane of type I spiral ganglion 101 

neurons that possess corresponding neurotransmitter receptor subtypes (Sewell and Starr, 1991; Felix 102 

and Ehrenberger, 1992; Eybalin, 1993; Sewell, 2011; Reijntjes and Pyott, 2016).  This complexity 103 

extends beyond the type I neurons to include presynaptic innervation of inner hair cells and cholinergic 104 

medial olivocochlear efferent fibers (Maison et al., 2012).  Not surprisingly, studies document diverse 105 

outcomes of LOC efferent modulation from up- or down-regulating the firing behavior of auditory nerve 106 

fibers to balancing binaural excitability levels, upregulating tyrosine hydroxylase, and providing neural 107 

protection (Niu and Canlon, 2002; Darrow et al., 2006; Maison et al., 2010; Maison et al., 2012; Le Prell 108 

et al., 2014b; Le Prell et al., 2014a; Wu et al., 2020).  Because the complexity of the system does not 109 

permit a clear view of the efferent impact on each individual element, we utilized an in vitro model to 110 

examine the effect of specific neuromodulatory elements directly on isolated type I spiral ganglion 111 

neurons.  112 

Herein we found that hyperpolarization and increased cAMP levels have defined and differential 113 

outcomes, which selectively target  unitary, rapid, and slow adaptation (UA, RA, and SA, respectively) 114 

categories (Crozier and Davis, 2014).  Most importantly, we found evidence that the broad 115 

heterogeneity in multiple electrophysiological parameters can be differentially delimited.  These results 116 

demonstrate that the complex plasticity necessary to widen or narrow dynamic range, increase or 117 

decrease response resolution, shift individual electrophysiological parameters along the input current 118 

axis, and more, can all be accomplished by dynamically modifying the signature electrophysiological 119 

heterogeneity of spiral ganglion neurons.  120 

 121 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 122 

Tissue culture, 123 

Cochleae were removed from postnatal age (P) 14-15 CBA/CaJ mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar 124 

Harbor, ME) of either sex as previously described (Crozier and Davis, 2014).  Briefly, basal, middle, 125 

and apical fifths of the spiral ganglion were isolated for tissue culture and plated as explants without 126 

exposure to enzymes. Explant tissues were positioned onto the center of poly-L-lysine-coated dishes 127 

and maintained in growth medium (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium, supplemented with 10% fetal 128 

bovine serum, 4 mM L-glutamine, and 0.1% penicillin-streptomycin) for 13-27 days in vitro (DIV) at 129 

37°C in a humidified incubator with 95%/5% O2/CO2.  Time in culture had little effect on the 130 

electrophysiological response properties of spiral ganglion neurons.  Linear fits to key parameters 131 

(maximum number of action potentials fired to supra-threshold stimulation (APmax), APD threshold, 132 

RMP, action potential latency and duration) plotted as a function of DIV yielded low R2 values (R2 = 133 

0.004, 0.0244, 0.0321, 0.0777, 0.0304, respectively) indicating that there was no systematic change 134 

over time. Procedures performed using CBA/CaJ mice were approved by the Rutgers University 135 

Institutional Review Board for the Use and Care of Animals, protocol 90-073.  136 

Electrophysiology 137 

Filamented borosilicate glass capillary tubes (Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA, catalog # BF150-138 

110-10) were pulled on a 2-stage vertical puller (Narishige, PP-83). Electrodes were coated with 139 

silicone-elastomer (Sylgard, Corning) and fire polished (Narishige, MF-83) just prior to use.  Electrode 140 

resistances ranged from 2 to 6 M in the bath solution used for this study. Pipette offset current was 141 

zeroed just before contacting the cell membrane. Current-clamp measurements were made using the 142 

Ifast circuitry of the Axopatch 200A amplifier to reduce error currents (Magistretti et al., 1996; Magistretti 143 

et al., 1998). The internal solution was as follows (in mM): 112 KCl, 2 MgCl2, 0.1 CaCl2, 11 EGTA, 10 144 

HEPES-KOH, 2 Na2-ATP, 0.3 Na3-GTP, and 20 phosphocreatine, pH 7.5. The bath solution (in mM) 145 

was 137 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1.7 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 17 glucose, 13 sucrose, and 10 HEPES, pH 7.5; ~330 146 

mOsm.  A liquid junction potential of -5 mV was not corrected.  Recordings were made from neuronal 147 
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somata at room temperature (19–22°C).  Although differential temperature-dependent changes were 148 

found for current magnitude and kinetics (Cao and Oertel, 2005), and could potentially alter cAMP 149 

actions, parameters that include voltage dependence, threshold and adaptation were found to be 150 

temperature insensitive under standard recording conditions (Cao and Oertel, 2005; Crumling and 151 

Saunders, 2005). 152 

Because the cultures contain neuronal and non-neuronal cells, neurons were recognized by the 153 

presence of a large, transient inward sodium current in whole-cell voltage clamp mode with a 154 

depolarizing voltage step from -60 mV to -30 mV that were blocked by 0.2 M tetrodotoxin in a previous 155 

study (Liu et al., 2014a).  For current clamp recordings, current steps of 240 ms duration were elicited 156 

every 5 s in 1-10 pA increments. Parameters assessed include action potential latency and duration, 157 

voltage threshold, and adaptation, also referred to as APmax, which is measured as the maximum 158 

number of action potentials fired in response to supra-threshold current injections. Voltage threshold 159 

was measured as the peak amplitude of the just-subthreshold response using 1 pA current injection 160 

increments. A holding potential of -60 mV was chosen to assess responses, unless otherwise noted.  161 

Data were digitized at 10 kHz with a CED Power 1401 interface using a personal computer and filtered 162 

at 5 kHz; the programs for data acquisition and analysis (written by MRP). Acceptable current clamp 163 

recordings met the following criteria: stable membrane potentials, discernible membrane time constant 164 

upon step current injection, and overshooting initial action potentials (magnitudes of >70 mV from 165 

baseline), any changes to these parameters during the course of an experiment rendered subsequent 166 

activity unacceptable for analysis.  The resting membrane potential for each neuron was measured as 167 

the voltage level recorded at the outset of the experiment in current clamp mode before any current had 168 

been injected.  A previous study showed that this protocol generated robust data that, while slightly 169 

depolarized, reproduced non-invasive, single channel assessments (Liu et al., 2014a).     170 

8-Bromo-cAMP, sodium salt (8-Br-cAMP, 100 M) (Tocris, Bristol, UK) was prepared as 1000× 171 

stock solution using sterile water. Cultures were pre-treated with either 8-Br-cAMP or vehicle control (2 172 
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µL of sterile distilled water) added to the media 1 hour before recording. The same concentration of 173 

each reagent was added to the external recording solution and the internal solution at the same 174 

concentration as the pre-treatment condition. All recordings were obtained from multiple platings and 175 

animals. 176 

Stimulus parameters  177 

Square-pulse stimuli used to assess threshold responsiveness to direct depolarization (APDθ) 178 

and rebound hyperpolarization (APRθ) were 240 msec in duration.  Biphasic stimuli to evoke rebound 179 

excitation (APREθ) were 160 msec in duration in the hyperpolarizing direction, immediately followed by 180 

80 msec in the depolarizing direction.  Oscillating stimuli (41.7 or 83.3 Hz) delivered from a holding 181 

potential of -60 mV were used to determine lowest threshold response frequencies, from which we 182 

evaluated sinusoidal APREθ. 183 

Statistical analyses 184 

Comparisons between the three adaptation groups (UA, RA, and SA) and three tonotopic 185 

regions (base, middle, and apex) were made with Levene’s Test to assess the equality of variances 186 

followed by a 1-way ANOVA with either a Tukey-Kramer or a Games-Howell post hoc test for p>0.05 or 187 

p<0.05, respectively.  To compare between the two experimental conditions (vehicle control and 188 

cAMP), the F-test was used to assess the equality of the variances.   If F-test p-values were <0.05, 189 

then a two-tailed unequal variances t-test was used, which is the preferred statistical analysis whether a 190 

heterogeneous data set was normally or non-normally distributed (Zimmerman, 1998).  If F-test p-191 

values were >0.05, then a two-tailed equal variances t-test was used.  Significant differences at 192 

p-values of <0.05 and <0.01 were denoted by a single asterisk (*) or double asterisks (**), respectively, 193 

unless otherwise indicated.  The data are displayed as mean ± standard error of the mean (s.e.m.) as 194 

indicated. 195 

 196 
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RESULTS 197 

Characterizations of electrophysiological heterogeneity necessitate the evaluation of many 198 

neurons isolated from the spiral ganglion to assess the full spectrum of their endogenous membrane 199 

properties.  For that reason, we chose to examine murine spiral ganglion neurons at P14-15, 200 

immediately after adult hearing is attained (Mikaelian and Ruben, 1965), yet at an age still amenable for 201 

isolating and patch clamping many healthy neurons for extensive analysis.  This timing follows an 202 

active phase of spiral ganglion development between P0 and the onset of hearing (Coate et al., 2019), 203 

which was observed at P10 in mice (Ehret, 1976).  Neuronal development proceeds from base to apex 204 

in the ganglion (Rubel and Fritzsch, 2002), a property that is also reflected in the maturation of intrinsic 205 

membrane properties.  Basal neurons mature faster as evidenced by changes in APmax, threshold, 206 

and kinetic properties that plateau by P14 (Crozier and Davis, 2014).  Apical neurons show comparable 207 

changes, however, they do so with a delayed time course, indicating that they likely reach full maturity 208 

at or slightly after P14.  Thus, the basic type I intrinsic membrane properties analyzed herein mature 209 

within an early developmentally-active time window compared to subsequent refinements that continue 210 

into the fourth postnatal week, such as synaptic interactions, spontaneous rate, myelination, and some 211 

gene expression profiles (Kim and Rutherford, 2016; Liberman and Liberman, 2016; Wu et al., 2016; 212 

Frank and Goodrich, 2018; Sun et al., 2018). In sum, this study includes recordings from a total of 150 213 

neurons: 90 in vehicle control and 60 in 8-Bromo-cAMP-supplemented conditions.   214 

 215 

Three adaptation categories: Baseline   216 

We first characterized the properties of the neuronal population maintained under baseline 217 

conditions and found that consistent with previous electrophysiological findings (Crozier and Davis, 218 

2014), three classes of type I spiral ganglion neurons with distinct adaptation patterns were dependably 219 

observed in response to graded intensity, 240 ms constant current injections.  Examples of unitary 220 

adapting (UA), rapidly adapting (RA), and slowly adapting (SA) neurons are shown in Figure 1A1-3, 221 

respectively.   222 
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It should be emphasized that because neurons were isolated from their peripheral and central 223 

targets in vitro, the firing features shown in Figure 1 and throughout the current study are purely 224 

intrinsic responses to constant current injections.  This indicates that even though acoustic stimuli and 225 

the resultant sensory receptor synaptic input is phasic in nature, accommodation is an integral part of 226 

the response pattens of spiral ganglion neurons.  Comparisons between the three classes showed that 227 

a feature they all have in common is their initial fast, overshooting action potential (Fig. 1A).  It is the 228 

rate of decay of subsequent action potentials, however, that distinguishes between the UA, RA, and SA 229 

categories (Fig. 1A1, A2, and A3, respectively).   The first to second action potential decay (black line) 230 

was assessed separately from fits of the second through last action potential decay (red line). Example 231 

fits for individual RA and SA neurons (Fig. 1A2, A3 respectively) and all RA and SA examples (Fig. 1B2, 232 

B3, respectively) were made at the current injection level that produced the maximum number of action 233 

potentials (APmax).   A statistical comparison for each category showed that action potential decay rate 234 

for the first to second action potential (m1) was not significantly different between SA and RA classes 235 

(Fig. 1B), indicating a similar mechanism controls this initial firing period. The second through last 236 

action potential decay rates (m2); however, differed significantly between adaptation categories (Fig. 237 

1B1), signifying differential regulatory mechanisms or proportions of contributing ion channels.   That 238 

individual fits in Figure 1B2 and 1B3 were not identical from neuron to neuron is an example of the 239 

diversity observed within each adaptation category.      240 

The overall impact of this electrophysiological behavior ultimately has an important influence on 241 

the input-output functions that typify each of the three categories.  UA neurons are essentially 242 

homogeneous in this regard because they fire only a single action potential in response to prolonged 243 

depolarizing current injection (Fig. 1C1).  In contrast, SA neurons can fire a wide range of action 244 

potentials at APmax, resulting in the greatest input-output heterogeneity of the three categories (Fig. 245 

1C3).  The RA neurons, which fire more than one and less than 7 action potentials herein, similar to 246 

previous studies (Mo and Davis, 1997a; Crozier and Davis, 2014), display intermediate input-output 247 

heterogeneity due to the limitation imposed by enhanced action potential amplitude decay (Fig. 1C2, 248 
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middle panel).   A comparison of each spiral ganglion neuron adaptation category (Fig. 1C1-3,), shows 249 

that these groups are not uniform as can be readily observed from the input-output functions of RA and 250 

SA neurons (Fig. 1C2,3), indicating that the underlying firing rates also differ from neuron to neuron.   251 

[Figure 1] 252 

Intrinsic electrophysiological heterogeneity within the three adaptation categories: Baseline  253 

In order to characterize specific aspects of baseline heterogeneous firing features within the 254 

type I adaptation categories prior to assessments with neuromodulators, we quantitated RA and SA 255 

instantaneous (i) and average (a) inter-spike intervals (ISI) at APmax (Fig. 2A, double headed arrows) 256 

for the control data set.   While the SA neurons make up the smallest percentage of the total population 257 

(14/85=16.5%), their kinetic heterogeneity is striking due to their activity profile (Fig. 2A, light gray 258 

traces):  APmax ranged from 13 to 42;  instantaneous ISI values (ISI(i)) ranged from 4.6 to 16.2 ms 259 

(Fig. 2B, dark gray diamonds); ISI(a) ranged from 5.84 to 19.6 ms (Fig. 2B, light gray diamonds), the 260 

coefficient of variance (CV) for each was 42% and 38%, respectively.   Not as evident in RA neurons 261 

(42/85=49.4%) due to their smaller range of APmax values (2 to 6), was the wide range of firing rates: 262 

ISI(i) ranged from 5.3 to 20.4 ms (Fig. 2B, dark gray triangles); average ISI values (ISI(a) ranged from 263 

6.5 to 24.2 ms (Fig. 2B, light gray triangles), the CV for both was 31%.  The ISIs of RA neurons were 264 

overlapping with and not significantly different from SA neurons (ISI(i) RA mean=9.6+/-0.46 ms; ISI(i) 265 

SA mean=8.2+/-0.92 ms; ISI(a) RA mean=10.5+/-0.51 ms; ISI(a) SA mean=11.1+/-1.13 ms), consistent 266 

with the distribution of action potentials in RA neurons close to stimulus onset (Fig. 2A, dark gray 267 

traces).  These firing patterns emphasize our initial observations that action potential decay rate, rather 268 

than firing rate, is a determining factor that distinguishes between the RA and SA categories under 269 

control conditions.  One might imagine that by merely changing the time course of the voltage-270 

dependent ion currents responsible for decreasing the action potential amplitude that some of the RA 271 

and SA neurons may switch between categories.  A previous study has shown that holding potential 272 

changes from -80 to -60 mV, permit a sub-group of P10 neurons to switch from UA to RA and others to 273 

switch from RA to SA (Crozier and Davis, 2014).  Moreover, analysis of P10-14 spiral ganglion neurons 274 
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held at -60 mV showed proportions of UA, RA and SA firing patterns (38.2%, 44.7%, and 17.1%, 275 

respectively), similar to that found herein, yet predictably different from those measured from cells held 276 

at -80 mV where >75% of the cells were UA.  Consistent with the idea that kinetics are regulated 277 

separately, the ISI for each neuron remained unchanged, despite altering the APmax by depolarizing 278 

the holding potential relative to a stable step depolarization.  This indicates that for each spiral ganglion 279 

neuron firing rate remains stable at a particular step depolarization irrespective of holding potential, 280 

whereas the number of action potentials fired varies.   Primary sensory afferents displaying distinct 281 

firing pattern categories typifies the electrophysiological substrate for parallel processing such as that 282 

observed in the somatosensory system (Abraira and Ginty, 2013).  Auditory afferents not only possess 283 

this feature but depending upon holding potential can shift from one class to another, similar to that 284 

observed in neurons at higher processing levels (McCormick and Pape, 1990b, a).     285 

[Figure 2] 286 

 The intrinsic properties that regulate spiral ganglion neuron sensitivity are also distinctly 287 

heterogeneous between and within the three adaptation categories.  The parameters that determine the 288 

overall excitability of a neuron are two-fold: the threshold level at which the action potential fires 50% of 289 

the time and the resting membrane potential (RMP) that sets the voltage level at or more 290 

hyperpolarized than the neuron’s threshold.  A previous study showed that these two parameters were 291 

independently regulated and accounted for the broad intrinsic excitability noted in vitro (Liu et al., 292 

2014a), which is consistent with the wide range of in vivo responses (Muller et al., 2005; Taberner and 293 

Liberman, 2005).  For the P14 data set shown herein, the overall endogenous threshold voltage levels 294 

to step depolarizations (APDϴ) range from those displaying high and intermediate threshold levels (Fig. 295 

3A1,2) to those with thresholds close to the holding potential of -60 mV (Fig. 3A3).  Not surprisingly, we 296 

observed that some neurons having low threshold levels and high RMP levels fired spontaneously in 297 

vitro (Fig. 3B).  Moreover, these neurons display obvious membrane oscillations at holding potential 298 

(Fig 3B, arrows), likely resulting from the interplay between the low voltage-activated and Ca++-299 
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activated currents that are prevalent in these neurons (Adamson et al., 2002b; Chen et al., 2011; Davis 300 

and Crozier, 2015).   301 

Threshold and RMP levels are heterogeneous within each group (Fig. 3C), yet the overlapping 302 

ranges do not preclude significant differences between the categories.  Threshold levels for UA, RA 303 

and SA neurons were -42.24 ± 0.88 mV, n=29; -48.47 ± 0.54 mV, n=42; -51.76 ± 0.63 mV, n=14, 304 

respectively (Fig. 3D1); RMPs for UA, RA and SA neurons were -66.96 ± 0.37 mV, n=29; -66.04 ± 0.32 305 

mV, n=42; -63.78 ± 0.80 mV, n=14, respectively (Fig. 3D2).  Thus, the limited firing of the UA neurons is 306 

consistent with the highest voltage threshold levels and lowest RMPs, whereas SA neurons with their 307 

slowly adapting firing profile are most excitable having the lowest thresholds and highest RMPs.  The 308 

differences are notable considering that in combination these parameters ultimately determine the 309 

responsivity of each afferent category.   310 

 [Figure 3] 311 

Neuromodulation of SGN heterogeneity: Hyperpolarization 312 

Depolarizing current injections that evoke action potentials (APD) are not the only stimulus type 313 

that activate the spiral ganglion.  As described for many kinds of neurons (Getting, 1989; Grenier et al., 314 

1998; Felix et al., 2011), spiral ganglion neurons display postinhibitory rebound action potentials (APR) 315 

activated at the offset of hyperpolarizing stimuli.  The consistency of this feature in spiral ganglion 316 

neurons at -60 mV holding potential allows assessments of APR in order to determine its voltage 317 

threshold and the current required to activate it compared to APD for each adaptation category.  Similar 318 

to previous analysis, small amplitude gradations of constant current step potentials were used to 319 

characterize action potential thresholds, yet in this case, action potentials were also evoked by 320 

hyperpolarizing stimuli (Fig. 4A1-3, asterisks).   321 

 This analysis showed that the least sensitive, high APDϴ UA neurons (Fig. 4A1) required greater 322 

currents to evoke an APR than the most sensitive, low APDϴ SA neurons (Fig. 4A3), with the RA 323 

neurons in between (Fig. 4A2).  Action potential number plotted against current injection amplitude 324 
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illustrated that the gap between the onset and offset responses was quite wide in the UA example (Fig 325 

4A1, red double arrow).  Indicative of the UA category, the high threshold example neuron was relatively 326 

silent, firing action potentials only to stimuli of the highest input current magnitudes (306 and -345 pA, 327 

respectively) reaching the highest thresholds (-36.9 and -44.96 mV, respectively).  In contrast to this, 328 

the most sensitive SA neurons were essentially active at most current injection levels, with only a small 329 

window of current in which they were silent or less active (Fig. 4A3, red arrowheads).  Moreover, their 330 

APR and APD thresholds were relatively similar as were the low currents required to stimulate them, 331 

exemplified by the SA neuron shown in Fig. 4A3 (-54.0 vs. -52.0 mV and 49 vs -39 pA, respectively).  332 

This highly sensitive response pattern indicates that depolarizing input likely shapes ongoing activity, 333 

rather than initiates it.  In contrast, hyperpolarization eliminates the firing of spontaneously active 334 

neurons yet subsequently activates a dependable action potential response at its termination, 335 

effectively choregraphing an abrupt and unambiguous offset response.   Spiral ganglion neurons with 336 

intermediate APD and APR threshold levels and response properties were also observed, filling in the 337 

range of voltage sensitivity (Fig. 4A2).   338 

Whether neurons were of the UA, RA, or SA category, the APR was consistently found at lower 339 

voltages compared to the APD, indicating that responses at the offset of hyperpolarizations had greater 340 

sensitivity than their depolarizing counterparts (Fig. 4B).  The difference between APD and APR 341 

threshold voltages was larger for UA neurons compared to RA and SA neurons (Fig. 4B, insert).  The 342 

progressive increase for neurons with higher threshold levels was also observed by larger deviations 343 

from unity as threshold increased (Fig. 4C, dashed line).  There was, however, an inverse relationship 344 

for current.   While APD and APR current levels closely followed the line of unity for low threshold 345 

neurons; higher threshold neurons required more current to respond at the offset of a hyperpolarization 346 

(APR) than to the onset of a depolarization (Fig. 4D).  Enhanced heterogeneity was also observed at 347 

these higher current levels, reflected in the higher CV for APR (67%) compared to the CV at lower levels 348 

(42%).  The CV for APD was similar for high and low current levels (44% and 38%, respectively). 349 
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Overall, despite prominent heterogeneity, the decidedly linear relationship between APD and APR is 350 

striking whether at high or low current levels (R2=0.658 and R2=0.886, respectively). 351 

 [Figure 4] 352 

 The greater APR voltage sensitivity compared to that of APD opens the question of whether 353 

rebound excitation (RE), a process by which hyperpolarizing pre-pulses reduce the action potential 354 

threshold to a depolarizing stimulus (APRE), is also an intrinsic feature of these neurons.  To evaluate 355 

this possibility, we administered biphasic constant current square pulses and assessed the resulting 356 

thresholds.  As expected for this mechanism (Mitra and Miller, 2007; Goaillard et al., 2010), we noted 357 

that action potential threshold was indeed reduced when depolarizing square pulses were preceded by 358 

hyperpolarizations (Fig. 5A1, black and blue square pulses and associated traces, respectively).  The 359 

average threshold current for neurons stimulated with a pre-pulse was significantly lower than those 360 

stimulated without a pre-pulse; 39.2 ± 4.5 pA, n=38 vs. 111.9 ± 9.8 pA, n=65, respectively (p<0.01; Fig. 361 

5B).  Similarly, an abbreviated hyperpolarizing sinusoidal stimulus at 41.7 Hz was also effective in 362 

lowering threshold.  Compared to a sinusoid initiated with a depolarizing phase, those initiated with a 363 

hyperpolarization enhanced action potential sensitivity (Fig. 5A2), indicating that APRE does not require 364 

a long duration hyperpolarization to affect a significant current difference (p<0.01; Fig. 5B).  The 365 

relationship between APD and APRE current thresholds initiated with both a square pulse and sinusoid 366 

were linear (Fig. 5C), suggesting that the systematic sensitivity shifts within the population of neurons 367 

observed for APD and APR are also maintained for APRE.  The slopes of the APD vs. APRE sinusoidal 368 

functions compared to APD vs. APRE double square pulses did differ, however (Fig. 5C, gray and black 369 

lines, respectively).  Although threshold voltage levels were not significantly different (Fig. 5D, E), the 370 

current level required to activate the slower onset time course sinusoidal stimulus APRE was higher than 371 

for the rapid onset double square pulse APRE.  This is consistent with the idea that input current kinetic 372 

parameters directly affect neural responsiveness as assessed by threshold current level.   Voltage 373 

threshold levels for double square pulse hyperpolarizing biphasic stimuli were significantly lowered from 374 
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the baseline condition (Fig. 5D; p<0.01).  Both square pulse and sinusoidal rebound excitation stimuli 375 

demonstrated overlapping linear relationships when plotted as a function of APD (Fig. 5E).   376 

[Figure 5] 377 

Threshold voltage plotted as a function of input current for the full population of neurons shows 378 

that the relationships between voltage and current are uniquely different between APD, APR and double 379 

square pulse APRE.  Compared to APD, (Fig. 6A, black circles and fitted line) both voltage threshold and 380 

input current for double square pulse APRE are compressed, resulting in a steeper sloping function (Fig. 381 

6A, gray circles and fitted line).  In contrast, responses at the offset of hyperpolarizations, plotted 382 

against the absolute values of input current for ease of comparison, demonstrate expanded current 383 

levels along with lowered threshold voltages (Fig. 6A, white circles, dashed fitted line) resulting in a 384 

shallow sloping function for APR.  The lowered thresholds displayed by APRE and APR result in functions 385 

having different slopes due to the starkly different input current range.  Significantly, the graded order of 386 

this parameter relative to current level is retained despite different underlying mechanisms controlling 387 

the APRE and APR functions (Fig. 6A).  Thus, voltage modulation of heterogeneity acted across 388 

adaptation categories by preserving graded responses amongst all neurons while simultaneously 389 

altering resolution as defined by the slope of the voltage-to-current relationship.   390 

To test whether APD thresholds were affected by prolonged hyperpolarizations, in a sub-set of 391 

experiments we compared threshold responses at different holding potentials from -60 mV to -80 mV in 392 

5 mV increments (Fig. 6B).  Even though a smaller population of neurons composed this data set (n=9) 393 

our measurements included neurons at low, middle and high threshold levels (Fig. 6C1, C2, C3, 394 

respectively), in which input resistance (Rin) measurements at -60 mV could be obtained (Fig. 6D).  395 

Three experimental examples (from panels C, D) superimposed on group data fits of APD, APR and 396 

APRE measurements (from panel A, light gray lines) systematically exhibited increased threshold 397 

sensitivity as the holding potential was hyperpolarized (Fig. 6E; red, amber, green, blue, purple symbols 398 

represent 3 examples shown in panels C1-3 and D; red, amber, green, blue, purple lines fitted to the 399 

total of 9 recordings).  APR and APRE values measured from the three example neurons fell on or close 400 
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to the fitted lines from the population (Fig. 6E, dark gray squares and triangles, respectively).  Greater 401 

input current level changes were observed at each hyperpolarized holding potential for the neuron 402 

displaying the highest APD threshold compared to neurons with low and intermediate threshold levels 403 

(Fig. 6E; compare slopes of 3 thin black dashed lines fitted to holding potential data).  Again, we found 404 

that threshold sensitivity shifted uniformly as a population, while maintaining a significant level of 405 

heterogeneity.  In contrast to APR and APRE; however, the relationship between current and voltage 406 

remained relatively constant for APD compared at each holding potential (Fig. 6E; red, amber, green, 407 

blue, purple fitted lines to n=9 experiments; R2 ranged from 0.77 to 0.82 for -60, -65, -70, -75, -80 mV 408 

holding potentials). The relatively large shift in current to evoke APD at lower holding potentials in high 409 

threshold neurons compared to lower threshold neurons is correlated with graded input resistances.  410 

This simple mechanism results in greater sensitivity with slightly expanded current ranges without 411 

altering resolution.   412 

Thus, the relationship between voltage and current at threshold paints a complex picture of 413 

neuronal voltage sensitivity and input current responsivity for each of the distinct hyperpolarizing 414 

voltage protocols.  Three different scenarios were observed based on the relationship between voltage 415 

and current.  The first, represented by APRE, exhibited the potential for increased coding resolution 416 

based upon the steeper slope that resulted from the combination of increased threshold sensitivity and 417 

lower input current levels.  The second example, APR, demonstrated decreased resolution due to the 418 

shallow slope of the function that resulted from the larger current levels required to reach lower voltage 419 

threshold levels.  The third example, APD at -60 to -80 mV holding potentials, showed that the 420 

sensitivity of the neuronal population could be increased without significant alteration in resolution 421 

(relatively uniform slopes observed at each holding potential), due to the graded threshold changes 422 

relative to current input at low vs. high thresholds.     423 

[Figure 6] 424 

 425 
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Neuromodulation of SGN heterogeneity: cAMP 426 

 The differential regulation of spiral ganglion intrinsic electrophysiological heterogeneity by 427 

distinct hyperpolarizing voltage protocols showed a complex relationship between sensitivity, 428 

responsiveness, and resolution at threshold.   But are other heterogeneous attributes, such as the 429 

separately-regulated firing kinetics of the spiral ganglion neurons also dynamically controlled by 430 

neuromodulators?  In order to answer this question, we tested cAMP because it is a second messenger 431 

that is activated by a subset of dopaminergic receptors (D1, D5) that have been localized to the type I 432 

postsynaptic membrane (Maison et al., 2012).  In addition to having a long-term impact on spiral 433 

ganglion survival (Hegarty et al., 1997; Hansen et al., 2001), cAMP can exert relatively short-term 434 

electrophysiological changes via its direct and indirect effects on numerous ion channel types 435 

(DiFrancesco and Tortora, 1991; Dai et al., 2009).  These actions can potentially compress neuronal 436 

responsivity and kinetics without necessarily changing threshold voltage levels.    437 

  To characterize the effects of cAMP, we first assessed neuronal Ih sag magnitude and RMP 438 

levels to determine that the second messenger produced the expected outcome of altering Ih channel 439 

activation resulting in depolarized RMPs.  The sag magnitude in our recordings was quantified as the 440 

voltage difference between plateau responses compared to the nadir at -185 mV (Fig. 7A, gray and 441 

black double headed arrows for cAMP and vehicle control, respectively).  When assessed with current 442 

clamp, we noted a reduced Ih sag magnitude in the cAMP condition compared to vehicle control for 443 

each adaptation class (Fig. 7B).  This result is consistent with the idea that in the cAMP condition more 444 

open Ih channels at relatively depolarized levels would leave fewer channels to open during the 445 

hyperpolarization, resulting in lower sag magnitudes compared to controls.  The expected relative 446 

change in kinetics between the vehicle control and cAMP examples (Fig. 7A, black and gray 447 

arrowheads, respectively), were representative of the overall population of cells.  For example, the 448 

onset time course of hyperpolarizing traces that reached a -185 mV nadir were significantly different 449 

between vehicle control and cAMP conditions at p<0.01. Thus, at the same hyperpolarizing voltage 450 
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range, time-dependent voltage changes were observed with faster kinetics for the cAMP experimental 451 

condition.    452 

The predictable changes in RMP were observed between vehicle control and cAMP conditions 453 

(Fig. 7A, asterisk) for all adaptation classes (Fig. 7C).   Larger average shifts in RMP were noted for UA 454 

neurons from their relatively hyperpolarized initial RMPs.  In contrast to the significant differences in Ih 455 

sag magnitude and RMP, the systematic differences in threshold voltage (Fig. 7D-F) and input current 456 

levels (Fig. 7 G-I) for UA, RA, and SA neurons observed in vehicle controls remained essentially 457 

unchanged in the cAMP condition when compared at the same -60 mV holding potential.  Only RA 458 

neuronal current levels for APRE thresholds were significantly different between experimental conditions 459 

(Fig. 7F; p<0.05).  However, RA neurons also showed a significant difference between vehicle control 460 

and cAMP conditions in heterogeneity assessed by the F-test for current levels measured at APD and 461 

APR, (Fig. 7D, E; grey bars and # symbol representing p< 0.05).  These findings indicate that current 462 

levels are compressed or shifted in the cAMP condition compared to vehicle control, but only for RA 463 

neurons and without affecting voltage threshold.  Thus, the diversity in neuron excitability is retained 464 

even when RMPs were shifted to more depolarized levels, as can be observed for APD in control (Fig. 465 

7J) and cAMP (Fig. 7K) conditions.  Stable voltage threshold levels indicate that KV1.1 and KV1.2 ion 466 

channels, which regulate threshold voltage level, are unaffected by cAMP.  This finding is consistent 467 

with maintained APmax in the cAMP condition (Fig. 8A) and indicates that cAMP changes responsivity 468 

to current without altering threshold sensitivity.   Expectedly, input resistance within the voltage range 469 

evaluated was only significantly different for RA neurons compared between control and cAMP 470 

conditions, substantiating their selective modulation by cAMP (Fig. 7L).  This finding reveals a further 471 

distinction between the RA and SA neurons beyond APmax, threshold, and action potential decay rate, 472 

consistent with the differential neuromodulation that might be expected between parallel coding 473 

pathways.   474 

[Figure 7] 475 
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While the average APmax for each class of neuron was stable (Fig. 8A), other select changes in 476 

the kinetics were found between control and cAMP conditions.  For this analysis we compared 477 

measurements of action potential latency and duration at threshold (Fig. 8A, insert).  We found that the 478 

systematic trend in latency between adaptation groups in vehicle control was retained in the cAMP 479 

condition, yet the significant difference between control UA and SA neurons was not (Fig. 8B).  Action 480 

potential duration levels, on the other hand, that did not differ between adaptation groups in vehicle 481 

control, was significantly different between vehicle control and cAMP conditions, but again, only for RA 482 

neurons (p<0.05; Fig. 8C).  We noted that rebound action potential durations evoked from -185 mV for 483 

RA neurons also differed between experimental conditions (p<0.05; data not shown).  To examine this 484 

result in greater detail we plotted action potential duration as a function of input current for the vehicle 485 

control (Fig. 8D1) and cAMP (Fig. 8D2) experimental groups.  As expected, the longest action potential 486 

durations were found at the lowest input currents for the vehicle control group; however, the shortest 487 

durations were also found at similar current levels, resulting in the largest range at the lowest current 488 

levels (Fig. 8D1, colored symbols and traces).  In contrast to this, the largest range of action potential 489 

durations at threshold was noted at the highest current inputs for the cAMP condition (Fig. 8D2, colored 490 

symbols and traces).  Thus, action potential durations at threshold were reduced for RA neurons 491 

supplemented with cAMP while shifting their largest range of responses to higher current levels.  The 492 

faster responses that are shifted to higher current levels is consistent with the significantly lower Rin of 493 

RA neurons, while the prominent onset currents (Fig. 8D2, double arrowhead) suggest a role of LVA 494 

Ca2+ channels in this process (Chen et al., 2011).  These results indicate that by selectively modifying 495 

Rin, the responses of a single adaptation group can be shifted both in current responsiveness and 496 

membrane kinetics.  The broad application of cAMP to all adaptation classes having restricted effects 497 

on RA neurons further distinguished our electrophysiological categorizations of neuron classes and 498 

indicates that selective phenotypic differences between adaptation groups could convey specific effects 499 

without requiring targeted neuromodulation.  As a neural encoding strategy, this apparent re-alignment 500 

of kinetic parameters with signal input for a sub-class of neurons would focus the widest dynamic range 501 
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of a particular parameter on a limited current range, ultimately amplifying resolution for a targeted input.  502 

Taken at face value, the observed shifts in kinetic heterogeneity from low to high input levels enables 503 

afferent processing power to focus on sensory signals of restricted intensity.     504 

We followed up on the significantly different action potential durations between experimental 505 

groups for RA neurons by evaluating ISI(i) at APmax.  We hypothesized that the time between action 506 

potentials could shorten should action potential duration measurements at threshold contribute to 507 

differential firing properties at supra-threshold levels.  Not surprisingly, the group data showed that ISI(i) 508 

values were significantly abbreviated in the cAMP condition for RA neurons when compared to vehicle 509 

controls (Fig. 8E).  ISI(a) also differed between conditions, but only for RA neurons (p<0.01, data not 510 

shown).   ISI(i) plotted as a function of input current for RA neurons showed that the data set were 511 

indeed compressed in the kinetic dimension for the cAMP condition (Fig. 8G; n=28) compared to 512 

vehicle control (Fig. 8F; n=42).  SA neurons by contrast did not show significant differences between 513 

experimental conditions.  While the APmax values were somewhat compressed for the slowest firing 514 

SA neurons between conditions (Fig. 8A); this observation was not significantly different when 515 

assessed with an F-test or Student’s t-test.  Nor did we find action potential durations at threshold (Fig. 516 

8C), ISI(i) (Fig. 8H), or ISI(a) (p>0.05; data not shown) measurements at APmax significantly different 517 

for SA neurons.  Only minor changes were observed between vehicle control and cAMP conditions for 518 

ISI(i) vs. input current functions (Fig. 8 I, n=14 and J, n=12, respectively).  Thus, RA neurons were 519 

selectively altered in the cAMP experimental condition displaying significantly faster threshold and 520 

supra-threshold kinetics that ultimately increased firing rate. 521 

[Figure 8] 522 

The same data set, re-ordered according to tonotopic location, did not show just a single kinetic 523 

organization, but instead revealed evidence of dual mechanisms underlying spiral ganglion neuron 524 

input responsivity. Tonotopic comparisons were made between neurons derived from the base, middle, 525 

and apex of the cochlea. The data set had evenly distributed averaged APmax values that were 526 

unchanged with cAMP (Fig. 9A), representing all adaptation categories across the cochlea in control 527 
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(base: 17% SA, 50% RA, 33% UA, n=24; middle: 14% SA, 43% RA, 43% UA, n=35; and apex: 19% 528 

SA, 58% RA, 23% UA, n=26)  and cAMP conditions (base: 36% SA, 43% RA, 21% UA, n=14; middle: 529 

15% SA, 45% RA, 40% UA, n=20; and apex: 17% SA, 54% RA, 29% UA, n=24).  Further, there were 530 

no significant differences in APD latency and duration between regions and conditions (Fig. 9B, C).  531 

Base, middle, and apex ISI(i) control (9.44 +/- 0.89 ms; 8.68 +/- 0.63 ms; 9.44 +/- 0.61 ms, 532 

respectively),  ISI(i) cAMP (8.07 +/- 0.55 ms; 7.18 +/- 0.47 ms; 7.88 +/- 0.37 ms, respectively),  ISI(a) 533 

control (10.70 +/- 0.93 ms; 10.61 +/- 0.78 ms; 10.63 +/- 0.64 ms, respectively) and ISI(a) cAMP (10.10 534 

+/- 0.67 ms; 8.42 +/- 0.67 ms; 9.32 +/- 0.39 ms, respectively) were not significantly different regionally. 535 

When compared across conditions only the apical ISI(i) differed between the control and cAMP 536 

conditions (p<0.05); base and middle ISI(i) and all ISI(a) statistical comparisons between conditions 537 

were not significantly different (data not shown).  In contrast, significant differences were found for both 538 

voltage and current assessments of Ih, showing a robust tonotopic gradation with the basal neurons 539 

requiring greater injected currents to reach -185 mV than middle and apical neurons (Fig. 9D) and 540 

having a significantly smaller sag magnitude for the base compared to the apex (Fig. 9E).  This 541 

suggests that Ih current activity increased along the P14 cochlear contour from apex to base.  While 542 

retaining heterogeneity, the significant differences in sag magnitude currents and voltages between the 543 

cAMP and control conditions eliminated the average differences between regions in the cAMP condition 544 

(Fig. 9D, E).  As expected from adaptation comparisons, RMP levels were significantly depolarized in 545 

cAMP compared to the control condition (Fig. 9F).  By comparison, the gradations and significant 546 

differences in Ih current parameters observed tonotopically were not observed across adaptation 547 

categories (Ih sag current for control SA= -752.07 +/- 68.27 pA, RA= -740.76 +/- 39.72 pA, UA= -771.08 548 

+/- 39.74 pA; cAMP SA= -978.82 +/- 114.07 pA, RA= -1192.17 +/- 57.41 pA, UA= -1204.67 +/- 103.54 549 

pA; p>0.05).  This indicates that averaged Ih activity is graded tonotopically, but not between adaptation 550 

groups.  551 

Also shown for adaptation categories (Fig. 7D-E), APD, and APR threshold current differed 552 

significantly according to cochlear location (Fig. 9G-H), suggesting the presence of dual neural 553 
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responsivity gradients within the ganglion. This did not apply to APRE threshold current.  The significant 554 

differences observed for APRE between adaptation categories (Fig. 7F) was not observed regionally 555 

(Fig. 9I), indicating channel types in addition to or other than Ih correlate with this parameter.  Overall, 556 

greater current levels were required to reach APD and APR threshold for basal neurons compared to 557 

apical ones (Fig. 9G, H).  This was consistent with significant differences in regional Rin levels between 558 

control base and apex neurons (Fig. 9O; 83.18 +/- 4.85 MΩ, 134.996 +/- 11.58 MΩ, respectively; 559 

p<0.01) but not between the base and apex neurons in the cAMP condition (90.55 +/- 8.77 MΩ, 100.74 560 

+/- 10.47 MΩ, respectively); similar to findings across adaptation categories (Figs. 6D, 7L).  What is 561 

dissimilar from the adaptation categorization; however, was that the gradations in APD and APR current 562 

threshold levels were not observed in cAMP (Figs. 9G, H), nor were there significant differences in 563 

voltage threshold at the -60 mV holding potential utilized herein (Figs., 9J, K, L).  In combination, these 564 

observations are consistent with the idea that Ih currents play a role in the tonotopic regulation of APD 565 

and APR current thresholds.  Consistent with this, cAMP has been shown to increase Ih activity in spiral 566 

ganglion neurons by shifting the voltage dependence of activation to depolarized levels (Mo and Davis, 567 

1997b), moreover, the same pattern of RMP shifts, without altered voltage threshold have been 568 

previously observed with an Ih pharmacological  antagonist (Liu et al., 2014a).  By contrast, LVA ion 569 

channel -subunits not directly modulated by cAMP with the capacity to directly alter threshold and 570 

APmax simultaneously, such as KV1.1 and KV1.2, have the potential to regulate responsivity and 571 

sensitivity gradients associated with accommodation that potentially account for increased APRE 572 

resolution.     573 

Despite the significant differences in averaged APD and APR threshold current levels, 574 

heterogeneity is, nevertheless, retained.  Assessments in both control and cAMP conditions would be 575 

expected to show that this response range is shifted relative to voltage.  Most clearly observed for the 576 

hyperpolarization-activated APR responses, the tonotopic sub-structure observed within the population 577 

(Fig. 9M) becomes essentially overlapping in the cAMP condition (Fig. 9N).  Expectedly, Rin, is no 578 
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longer significantly different between adaptation categories in the cAMP condition (Fig. 9O).  These 579 

results indicate that separate from AP duration regulation by cAMP, which is associated with a single 580 

adaptation class, cAMP shifts threshold current for the full neuron population according to cochlear 581 

location.  These different responses, in addition to the dual adaptation- and location-related responsivity 582 

gradations indicate that the voltage-gated ion channels that regulate duration, RMP, adaptation, and 583 

voltage threshold have unique distributions within the ganglion to coordinate their distinct 584 

electrophysiological response properties.   585 

[Figure 9] 586 

To examine the significant differences observed tonotopically in greater detail, APD and APR 587 

current thresholds and Rin were separately evaluated in each location for UA, RA, and SA neurons in 588 

control and cAMP conditions (Fig. 10).  This analysis sheds light on the dual adaptation and regional 589 

gradients postulated for these parameters.  The first gradient between adaptation categories was 590 

significantly different for each electrophysiological parameter in the middle and apical regions for 591 

control conditions (Fig. 10 A-C).  By contrast, the second gradient extended across the tonotopic 592 

regions for all three parameters measured in control conditions, but only for the RA neurons (Fig. 10A-593 

C).  As noted previously, the tonotopic gradient displayed by RA neurons was eliminated in the cAMP 594 

condition, as was the significance in the middle for adaptation classes (Fig. 10D-F).  Although the low 595 

percentage of SA recordings were limited in number when divided into multiple categories, a significant 596 

tonotopic difference for Rin emerged in this adaptation category for the cAMP condition (Fig. 10 F), 597 

further distinguishing RA from SA neurons.  What is common between each of the parameters; 598 

however, was that significant differences between adaptation classes were restricted to the apex and 599 

that the RA tonotopic gradient was abolished in the cAMP condition (Fig. 10D-F).  Overall, these results 600 

show that the orthogonal gradients are separately established and differentially modulated, allowing 601 

different patterns of activity to emerge within the ganglion due to neuromodulation. 602 

[Figure 10] 603 
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Summary of results  604 

The dynamic compression, expansion, shifts, and realignment of intrinsic electrophysiological 605 

properties in response to hyperpolarization and increased cAMP reveals neuromodulation of 606 

electrophysiological heterogeneity as a hallmark of neural coding in the spiral ganglion.  This 607 

mechanism depends upon both the types and distributions of endogenous voltage-gated ion channels 608 

within primary auditory afferents and their independent regulation by multiple neuromodulatory 609 

elements.  While it was not possible in a single study to examine the full range of neuromodulators or to 610 

target every possible ion channel type within these neurons, our focused study, nevertheless, revealed 611 

something quite remarkable about the spiral ganglion.  This small population of neurons has the 612 

capability of orchestrating countless responses considering how the vast array of neuromodulators 613 

present in the system can target myriad ion channel types differentially distributed within and among 614 

three different neuron classes.   615 

 616 

DISCUSSION  617 

The contribution of complex electrophysiological regulation to peripheral sensory coding is not a 618 

unique observation in the auditory system.  In reptiles, for example, frequency-specific electrical 619 

‘ringing’ in cell membranes resulting from the interplay between calcium channels and calcium-620 

activated K+ channels have been observed in turtle cochlea hair cells (Art and Fettiplace, 1987; Art et 621 

al., 1995).  While tonotopic variations remain (Fettiplace, 2017; Coate et al., 2019), electrical tuning is 622 

either missing or minor in inner hair cells of the mammalian cochlea (Marcotti et al., 2003; Johnson, 623 

2015).  Thus, it appears that these types of intrinsic electrophysiological specializations in mammals 624 

are first observed at the next stage of auditory processing: the primary afferents of the spiral ganglion.   625 

These neurons are replete with endogenous membrane specializations that have been 626 

observed using multiple approaches (Adamson et al., 2002a; Adamson et al., 2002b; Langer et al., 627 

2003; Chen et al., 2011; Flores-Otero and Davis, 2011; Crozier and Davis, 2014; Liu et al., 2014a; Liu 628 

et al., 2014b; Petitpre et al., 2018; Shrestha et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018).  Thus, the many voltage-629 
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gated ion channel types that underlie complex firing behaviors observed between and within three 630 

adaptation categories are perfectly suited to serve as targets for the prolific array of postsynaptic 631 

efferents (Eybalin, 1993; Sewell, 2011; Reijntjes and Pyott, 2016).    Moreover, there are multiple 632 

receptor types in the postsynaptic membrane that support the idea that fine control can potentially be 633 

exerted on spiral ganglion responses.  Hyperpolarization, for example, can be directly generated with 634 

different time courses by ionotropic and metabotropic GABAA and GABAB receptors, respectively, and 635 

negative regulators of activity are effectuated by muscarinic, dopaminergic, and metabotropic glutamate 636 

receptors associated with the Gi alpha subunit (Huang and Thathiah, 2015; Reijntjes and Pyott, 2016).  637 

On the other hand, two classes of metabotropic dopaminergic receptors, D1 and D5, associated with Gs 638 

alpha subunits, are also present (Maison et al., 2012), which when activated elevate cAMP levels 639 

(Neve et al., 2004).   640 

We first chose to examine one of the most basic functions of primary sensory afferents: their 641 

capacity to respond accurately and predictably to sensory stimuli of graded intensity.  Rather than using 642 

action potential number, which differs in each adaptation category, we chose instead to evaluate 643 

neuronal threshold responses for each experimental condition.  This approach permits assessment of 644 

the entire neuron population to determine how heterogeneity shapes the coding capability of the 645 

system.  Results show that by simply changing hyperpolarization protocol the overall responsiveness, 646 

sensitivity and the resulting resolution of the neuron population can be systematically modified.  647 

Compared to our baseline condition (Fig. 11A, APD, thick black line), the slope of this function can be 648 

either increased (Fig. 11A, APRE, thick gray line), decreased (Fig. 11A, APR, thick blue-gray dashed 649 

line), or maintained (Fig. 11B, APD thick colored lines) depending upon how individual neurons within 650 

the data set contribute to the voltage-to-current relationship.   651 

The complement of endogenous ion channels found amongst the neuron population provides a 652 

high degree of electrophysiological flexibility that can be modified to exhibit distinct encoding 653 

specializations.  For example, lower currents required to reach APRE voltage threshold is consistent with 654 

the closure of inhibitory ion channels such as KV1.1 and KV1.2 as they are active in the voltage range 655 
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examined and found in greater densities in high threshold neurons.  The shallow slope of the APR 656 

function, on the other hand, indicates the opening of excitatory ion channels such as activation of Ih 657 

channels and non-inactivation of Na+ and LVA Ca2+ channels (Davis and Crozier, 2015; Reijntjes and 658 

Pyott, 2016).  This contrasts with the maintained slope observed with holding potential changes 659 

associated with input resistance shifts that are likely due to Ih channels in combination with the plethora 660 

of leak channels found within these neurons, some of which are weakly voltage dependent (Chen and 661 

Davis, 2006).    662 

Yet, do these resolution changes serve solely to shape the responsiveness of the neuronal 663 

population, or can they also improve the detection of stimulus input?  Since acoustic level and timing 664 

detection are important components of sound localization that can potentially be enhanced in initial 665 

neural processing pathways (Joris et al., 2006; Grothe et al., 2010; Pecka et al., 2010; Ashida and Carr, 666 

2011), it is possible that both outcomes are critical aspects of sound processing by the spiral ganglion. 667 

 [Figure11]  668 

What is most striking about these observations is the implication that the full population of 669 

neurons is capable of dynamically contributing to coding broad levels of stimulus input.  For example, 670 

high threshold neuron responses are likely not reserved only for loud sounds.   Instead, their firing 671 

features can be shifted under appropriate conditions allowing them to respond to much lower input 672 

levels.  This mechanism permits the full neuronal population to potentially be available to encode 673 

acoustic signals when shaped by neuromodulation, which in the case of APRE, enhances resolution as 674 

well as sensitivity and responsivity (Fig. 11A).  This scenario is quite different from how coding occurs 675 

in the visual and somatosensory systems that are ‘hard-wired’ to trade off high resolution for enhanced 676 

sensitivity in their receptive field circuitry design.   677 

The alternate strategy, to dynamically regulate intrinsic electrophysiological heterogeneity, 678 

observed herein, requires that a larger number of primary afferents innervate cochlear regions with the 679 

greatest processing requirements.  This condition is achieved by the increased number of neurons 680 

innervating receptors within broad mid-frequency regions (Meyer et al., 2009) that display the largest 681 
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range of threshold sensitivities both in vivo (Muller et al., 2005; Taberner and Liberman, 2005) and in 682 

vitro (Liu and Davis, 2007).  Yet rather than solely providing high resolution, which is usually paired with 683 

low sensitivity, dynamic heterogeneity by efferent modulation can enhance coding flexibility instead.   684 

This suggests that the auditory equivalent of the visual fovea is a dynamic construct that is created, 685 

rather than hard-wired.  Moreover, this design essentially solves the tradeoff between high 686 

resolution/low sensitivity vs. low resolution/high sensitivity.  As can be seen in Figure 11A, the high 687 

resolution due to the compressed responses observed for APRE are also highly sensitive.  Instead, the 688 

tradeoff appears to be dynamic range vs. resolution for primary auditory afferents. 689 

Modulation of the holding potential by prolonged hyperpolarization has a distinctly different 690 

effect on spiral ganglion neurons.  In this case neuronal voltage threshold is shifted to more sensitive 691 

ranges yet the resolution of the system remains essentially constant (Fig. 11B).  APD threshold levels 692 

at -60 mV holding potential are more elevated, or less sensitive than those recorded from the same 693 

neurons at more hyperpolarized levels.  This pattern of responsivity is similar to individual retinal 694 

ganglion cell activity in the presence of differing levels of luminance (Sakmann and Creutzfeldt, 1969).  695 

If utilized for the same purpose in the auditory system, then one would predict an inverse relationship 696 

between holding potential and background noise levels.    697 

The ability of spiral ganglion afferents to adapt their responsiveness and sensitivity to various 698 

types of hyperpolarizing modulation shows that they are capable of shaping stimulus representation, 699 

rather than merely relaying it.  As revealed by cAMP neuromodulation, the underlying mechanism for 700 

this is dependent upon a complex and dynamic electrophysiological organization.  For example, input 701 

responsiveness was structured into two orthogonal maps.  One represented by the RA category, which 702 

was graded tonotopically (Fig. 12A, dashed double arrow), while the other was graded regionally 703 

between the three adaptation classes (Fig. 12A, dotted double arrows).  The selective regulation of the 704 

RA tonotopic gradient by cAMP (Fig. 12B) indicates that the dual maps are differentially modulated and 705 

are, therefore, independently biophysically regulated.  As other dual gradients have been observed 706 

morphologically and immunocytochemically in spiral ganglion presynaptic phenotypes (Flores-Otero 707 
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and Davis, 2011; Nayagam et al., 2011), the orthogonal electrophysiological maps noted herein are 708 

likely exemplars of a more complex organization within the ganglion encompassing additional signaling 709 

attributes.  Taken together, voltage and cAMP neuromodulation can re-configure the 710 

electrophysiological heterogeneity of spiral ganglion neurons, dynamically switching between 711 

adaptation-, tonotopic-, and ganglion-specific signaling strategies.  The adaptation-specific organization 712 

classically underlies parallel processing as exemplified by somatosensory mechanoreceptors (Abraira 713 

and Ginty, 2013).   In contrast, the sub-organization of electrophysiological heterogeneity within an 714 

adaptation class, such as the RA-specific tonotopic gradient and its specific modulation (Fig. 12), 715 

indicates the presence of flexibly-organized encoding strategies within each adaptation category.  And 716 

finally, the systematic shifts in threshold resolution across all neurons indicates that the primary 717 

afferents are uniquely capable of simultaneously conveying coordinated activity across the entire 718 

cochlear contour.   719 

[Figure12] 720 

 In summary, our findings show that dynamic heterogeneity within the spiral ganglion is the key 721 

to understanding the initial stages of auditory coding.  The myriad voltage-gated ion channels and 722 

neurotransmitter receptors within the primary auditory afferents indicates that the inherent plasticity of 723 

the system is considerable.  This mechanism results in compression and expansion of diverse firing 724 

patterns to shift kinetics, resolution, and dynamic range within and among adaptation-, tonotopic- and 725 

ganglion-specific regions.  Based upon what we already know for the modulation of other sensory 726 

afferents, these processes likely serve to improve resolution, to scale neuron responses, to refine 727 

receptive fields, and to enhance aspects of signal encoding for subsequent higher-level processing.     728 

  729 
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Figure Legends   730 

Figure 1.  Action potential amplitude decay rate differed significantly between the three distinct 731 

adaptation classes of spiral ganglion neuron .  A1-3, stacked sweeps from unitary, rapidly and slowly 732 

adapting (UA, RA, SA) neurons.  Traces from each experiment were aligned vertically from low to high 733 

current amplitude (step current levels in pA: A1 270, 480, 700, 900; A2 185, 305, 365, 395; A3 246, 286, 734 

546, 956).  The constant current injection time course is shown below each stack of sweeps. Holding 735 

potential = -60 mV; calibration bar lower right (50 ms, 40 mV) applies to all voltage traces.  B1, Action 736 

potential (AP) amplitude decay rate (m) was significantly different between RA and SA neurons when 737 

assessed for the second to last action potential fits (m2), but not for the first and second action potential 738 

fits (m1).  B2, Overlapping sweeps and linear fits from 42 RA neurons.  B3, Overlapping sweeps and 739 

linear fits from 14 slowly adapting neurons. C1-3, Input-output functions for UA, RA, and SA neurons, 740 

respectively.  741 

 742 

Figure 2.  Heterogeneous firing rates at APmax overlap for SA and RA neurons.  A, SA and RA 743 

neurons with similar ISIs were overlaid in 5 different pairs and arranged vertically by firing rate.  Double-744 

headed arrows indicate the time intervals used to calculate the average inter-spike interval (ISI(a); ([t 745 

last AP - t 1st AP]/ [number of APs -1]) and the instantaneous inter-spike interval (ISI(i); (t 2nd AP – t 1st 746 

AP)).  Scale bar, lower right (50 ms, 40 mV) applies to all voltage traces.   B, ISI(i) and ISI(a) plotted as 747 

functions of APmax for 42 RA and 14 SA neurons; 29 UA neurons fired a single spike only.  SA ISI(a) 748 

and ISI(i) functions were fitted with exponentials having R2 values of 0.95 and 0.86, respectively.   749 

 750 

Figure 3.  Depolarization evoked action potential threshold levels (APDθ) and resting membrane 751 

potential (RMP) are heterogenous yet show significant differences between adaptation categories.  A1-752 

3, Superimposed increasing step depolarization traces from UA, RA, and SA neurons, respectively, 753 

were utilized to measure APDθ.   The peak voltage of the highest sub-threshold trace (gray) is the most 754 
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accurate current clamp measurement of threshold voltage (dashed line).  Scale bar lower right (5 ms, 755 

20 mV) applies to all traces.  B, Ten sequential sweeps recorded from the spontaneously active SA 756 

neuron in panel A3 held at -60 mV.  Arrows highlight examples of membrane oscillations. Scale bar, 757 

lower left (40 ms, 30 mV), applies to all sweeps.  C, APDθ voltage and RMP plotted as a function of 758 

APmax for each adaptation category. D1,2, Significant differences are found between UA, RA, and SA 759 

neurons for APDθ and RMP, respectively. 760 

 761 

Figure 4.  Spiral ganglion neurons responded at the offset of hyperpolarizations at levels linearly 762 

related to their depolarization-evoked onset responses.  A1-3, Superimposed step depolarization and 763 

hyperpolarization traces utilized to assess APD and rebound action potential (APR) thresholds from UA, 764 

RA, and SA neurons, respectively. APmax and subthreshold sweeps are shown in gray. The calibration 765 

bars and time course of current injection shown in the upper and lower right in A3, respectively, apply to 766 

all panels.  Input-output functions for each recording are below each set of superimposed sweeps.  767 

Double headed red arrows indicate the difference in current required to generate an APD and APR 768 

threshold. Blue asterisks indicate the APRθ trace and its location within the plot below. Red symbols 769 

demarcate the recordings for reference in panels B-D.  B, APD and APR voltage thresholds were both 770 

graded by adaptation.  Values for individual neurons in each adaptation group (n= 23 UA, 38 RA, 13 771 

SA) were connected by a solid black line.   Lower voltage thresholds for APR were consistently 772 

observed when compared to APD; this difference was greater for the highest threshold UA neurons 773 

compared to the lowest threshold SA neurons.  Insert:  The difference between APD and APR threshold 774 

voltages was significantly larger for UA neurons compared to RA and SA neurons (p<0.01).   C, APR 775 

plotted as a function of APD threshold voltage. A single linear fit (black line, R2= 0.86) deviated from 776 

unity (gray dashed line) toward lower voltage threshold levels for APR compared to APD.  The RA/SA 777 

category indicates measurements made from neurons that fired more than 1 action potential yet were 778 

not evaluated for APmax.   D, APR plotted as a function of APD threshold current. Two linear functions 779 
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were fitted to the data.  The low threshold fit (m=0.94; R2=0.89) had a slope close to unity (gray dashed 780 

line); the high threshold fit (m=1.57; R2=0.69) deviated toward higher current levels for APR.  Values 781 

derived from A1-3 are shown as red symbols in panels C-D.  Legend in panel C applies to panels C and 782 

D. 783 

Figure 5.  Hyperpolarizing-leading biphasic square pulses and sinusoids lowered action potential 784 

threshold by rebound excitation (APRE).  A1-2. Example recordings (upper traces) from an individual 785 

neuron in response to double square pulses and sinusoids, respectively; with (blue) and without (black) 786 

a leading hyperpolarization.  Red dotted lines demarcate APD threshold; red dashed lines demarcate 787 

APRE threshold.  B, Average APRE threshold current levels, for both square pulses and sinusoids, were 788 

significantly lower than APD values; APRE square pulses, however, showed the greatest change.  C, 789 

APD current threshold levels plotted as a function of APRE square pulses and sinusoids showed non-790 

overlapping linear relationships (m=0.4, R2=0.87; m=0.6, R2=0.96, respectively).   D, Average APRE 791 

threshold voltage levels, for square pulses and sinusoids, were significantly lower than APD values; no 792 

significant difference was found, however between APRE square pulses and sinusoids.  E, APD voltage 793 

thresholds plotted as a function of APRE square pulses and sinusoids showed essentially overlapping 794 

linear relationships (m=0.79, R2=0.79; m=0.86, R2=0.79, respectively).  Both linear fits vary from unity 795 

(black dashed line) at depolarized threshold levels. 796 

Figure 6.  Hyperpolarization voltage protocol impacts the relationship between input current and 797 

threshold voltage.  A, Threshold voltage plotted as a function of input current for APD, APRE (double 798 

square pulse) and absolute current values for APR show different resolution, based upon the slopes 799 

from linear fits (black (m=0.595, R2=0.74, n=90), gray (m=0.1198, R2=0.795, n=38), and dashed 800 

(m=0.0222, R2= 0.599, n=77) lines, respectively).  B, Threshold sweeps from a single neuron when 801 

holding potential is hyperpolarized from -60 mV to -80 mV in 5 mV increments.  Inset of dV/dt (mV/ms) 802 

plotted as a function of voltage for each high-resolution action potential stimulated with 24ms square 803 

pulses.  C1-3, Overlapping sweeps from low, middle and high threshold neurons, respectively. 804 
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Calibration bars, lower right, apply to all sweeps, symbols demarcate the time where measurements 805 

were made.  D, Voltage to current relationships at -60 mV holding potential for the three recordings 806 

shown in panels C1-3.  Fits were made to the linear regions (thick lines) of the function that extended 807 

from just below threshold, through holding potential to approximately -70 mV.  The resulting 808 

conductance values were 57.7, 72.7, and 95.7 MΩ for the high, middle, and low threshold neurons, 809 

respectively. E, Measurements from the three example neurons of APD at -60 to -80 mV holding 810 

potentials (colored diamond symbols) are superimposed on average linear fits of APD, APR, and APRE 811 

population data replotted from panel A (gray lines).  Colored lines fitted to a larger data set ranging from 812 

7-9 measurements from 9 different neurons had relatively stable slopes (red: -60 mV, m=0.051, 813 

R2=0.77, n=9; amber: -65 mV, m=0.058, R2=0.77, n=9; light green: -70 mV, m=0.062, R2=0.77, n=9; 814 

light blue: -75 mV, m=0.062, R2=0.78, n=8; purple: -80 mV, m=0.061, R2=0.82, n=7).  To show the 815 

consistency in measurements for each category of response, APRE (gray triangles) and APR (gray 816 

squares) measurements shown for the three example neurons aligned closely with the population data 817 

replotted from panel A (top and bottom light gray lines, respectively). APD at -60 mV holding potential 818 

for the three neurons (red diamonds), similarly aligned with the population data replotted from panel A 819 

(middle light gray line). 820 

 821 

Figure 7.  Spiral ganglion neurons supplemented with 8-Bromo-cAMP displayed selective responses 822 

by electrophysiological parameter and adaptation class.  A, Traces from two UA neurons used to 823 

assess Ih sag magnitude (hyperpolarization from -60 mV to -185 mV) for vehicle control (black) and 8-824 

Bromo-cAMP (gray).  Inset: Resting membrane potential was defined herein as the voltage level 825 

recorded at the outset of the experiment in current clamp mode before any current had been injected. 826 

Black traces from the control condition (asterisks); gray traces from 8-Bromo-cAMP supplemented 827 

condition.  Arrowheads denote the membrane kinetic differences between control (black) and cAMP 828 

(gray) conditions.  B, Ih sag magnitude changed significantly between vehicle control and 8-Bromo-829 
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cAMP conditions for each adaptation class. C, RMP level was significantly elevated in the 8-Bromo-830 

cAMP condition compared to vehicle control for each adaptation class. D-E, Graded average APD (D) 831 

and APR (E) threshold current level differences for adaptation classes was unchanged between 832 

experimental conditions. The distribution of current values, assessed with f-distribution statistics, was 833 

significantly compressed in the 8-Bromo-cAMP condition compared to vehicle control for RA neurons 834 

(gray line and #). F, Graded average APRE threshold current level differences for adaptation classes 835 

was unchanged between experimental conditions for UA and SA neurons. A significant difference was 836 

noted, however, for RA neurons (p<0.05).  G-I, Average voltage thresholds of APD (G), APR (H), and 837 

APRE (I) retained levels and graded differences by adaptation type between treatment groups. J-K, APD 838 

voltage threshold plotted as a function of RMP for control and cAMP conditions, respectively.  Two 839 

different voltage magnitudes at 15 and 25 mV are shown as reference.  L, Average input resistance 840 

(Rin) showed similar patterns of significance to APD, APR, and APRE threshold current levels shown in 841 

panels D, E, F.   842 

 843 

Figure 8.  Kinetic differences affected by 8-Bromo-cAMP were preferentially targeted to RA neurons.  844 

A, Action potential firing numbers within each APmax category did not change significantly from vehicle 845 

controls for RA and SA classes supplemented 8-Bromo-cAMP.  Inset: Action potential latency was 846 

measured (in ms) between the onset of the step depolarization and the peak of the action potential.  847 

Action potential duration (in ms) was measured between data points located halfway between the peak 848 

and the nadir of the spike.  B, Average values and graded latency trends between adaptation 849 

categories in the vehicle control condition were retained in the 8-Bromo-cAMP experimental group. The 850 

significant difference between control UA and SA neurons was not observed in the cAMP condition.  C, 851 

Action potential duration was uniformly heterogenous for each adaptation group in vehicle control 852 

condition.  The average value (p=0.037) and f-distribution (p=0.040) of this parameter changed 853 

significantly, but only for RA neurons in the 8-Bromo-cAMP experimental condition.  D1,2, Action 854 

potential duration plotted as a function of input current for vehicle control and cAMP conditions, 855 
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respectively.  Colored symbols indicate measurements from traces shown in the inset.  Inset: Traces 856 

from example recordings were normalized for action potential amplitude and aligned to the initial 857 

depolarizing upstroke of the spike to enable direct comparison of duration differences. Double 858 

arrowhead in D2 indicates active onset kinetics noted at higher thresholds.  E, Instantaneous inter-spike 859 

interval (ISI(i)) reduced significantly for RA neurons in the 8-Bromo-cAMP condition compared to 860 

vehicle controls.  F, ISI(i) plotted as a function of current for 42 RA recordings obtained in the vehicle 861 

control condition showed a wide range of responses.  G, ISI(i) plotted as a function of current for 28 RA 862 

neurons in the 8-Bromo-cAMP condition displayed more compressed responses.  H, ISI(i) did not differ 863 

significantly for SA neurons between the vehicle control and 8-Bromo-cAMP conditions.  I, ISI(i) plotted 864 

as a function of current from 14 SA neuron recordings obtained in the vehicle control condition. Inset: 865 

percentage of neurons in each adaptation category for the vehicle control condition.  J, ISI(i) plotted as 866 

a function of current from 12 SA neuron recordings in the 8-Bromo-cAMP condition.  Inset: percentage 867 

of neurons in each adaptation category for the 8-Bromo-cAMP condition. 868 

 869 

Figure 9.  Spiral ganglion neurons supplemented with 8-Bromo-cAMP displayed selective responses 870 

by electrophysiological parameter and tonotopic location.  A-C, APmax, action potential latency and 871 

duration, respectively, did not differ between region or condition.  D, The current required to reach a 872 

constant negative potential from which comparisons between sag magnitude were made (-185 mV) 873 

was significantly different between regions in control, but not in the cAMP condition. E, Ih sag 874 

magnitude differed significantly between base and apex neurons in vehicle control and between vehicle 875 

control and 8-Bromo-cAMP conditions for each tonotopic region. F, RMP level was significantly 876 

elevated in the 8-Bromo-cAMP condition compared to vehicle control for each tonotopic region. G-H, 877 

APD and APR threshold current levels, respectively, differed only between base and apex neurons in the 878 

vehicle control condition. I, APRE threshold current was not significantly different between regions or 879 

conditions.  J-L, APD, APR, and APRE threshold voltage levels, respectively, did not differ between 880 

regions or conditions.  M, N, Linear fits to apex, middle and base APR threshold voltages plotted as a 881 
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function of input current showed slopes with a greater divergence between tonotopic regions in control 882 

than in the 8-Bromo-cAMP condition, respectively. The slopes (mV/pA) and R2 values are as follows: 883 

control: apex=0.0413, 0.886, middle=0.0319, 0.713, base= 0.0164, 0.561; cAMP: apex= 0.0328, 0.835, 884 

middle= 0.0243, 0.414, base= 0.0259, 0.767).  O, Significant differences in Rin between tonotopic 885 

categories in the control condition are no longer present in the cAMP condition.   886 

 887 

Figure 10.   Dual gradients of APD and APR threshold current levels and Rin observed between 888 

adaptation classes and cochlear locations were altered by cAMP.  A-C,  For the control condition 889 

significant tonotopic differences were restricted to RA neuron measurements, while significant 890 

differences between adaptation categories were consistently found in the middle and apex..  D-F, In the 891 

cAMP condition tonotopic differences displayed by RA neurons were eliminated and adaptation-specific 892 

differences were limited to the apex.  Interestingly, a new tonotopic difference emerged for SA neurons, 893 

but only for Rin (panel F).    894 

 895 

Figure 11.  Diverse hyperpolarization protocols are powerful modulators of stimulus detection and 896 

resolution by shifting the relationship between current responsiveness and output sensitivity.  A, Fitted 897 

functions from data in figure 6A (APRE, APD, and APR, light gray, and black solid lines, and blue-gray 898 

dashed line, respectively) exemplify how voltage to current relationships can be shifted along the X and 899 

Y axes (thin gray, black and blue-gray arrows) within a uniform population of neurons.  The rebound 900 

excitation voltage protocol lowers APRE threshold voltage compared to APD, while requiring lower 901 

depolarizing current input to do so. The compression of both voltage and current heterogeneity of these 902 

parameters results in enhanced resolution (steeper slope).  Thus, by limiting the voltage and current 903 

dynamic ranges for the same group of cells, neurons within a uniform population are endowed with 904 

enhanced responsivity, sensitivity, and resolution.  Rebound action potentials (APR) in response to 905 

hyperpolarizations, on the other hand, show the lowest resolution.  The compression of voltage 906 

sensitivity (Y axis, dotted arrows) and expansion of current input responsiveness (X axis, dotted 907 
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arrows) is responsible for changing the slope of their relationship.  B,  Fitted functions from figure 6E 908 

progressively shift in sensitivity (Y axis, -60 and -80 mV holding potential for red and navy blue, 909 

respectively) and responsiveness (Y axis, colored arrows), while maintaining resolution (slope of the 910 

functions).   Thus, amplifying dissimilarities of a specific parameter (i.e., APRϴ) permits greater 911 

accuracy in comparative discriminations, such as those required for sound localization, whereas 912 

enhanced resolution is classically utilized by the nervous system to improve the detection of stimulus 913 

form (i.e., APRE). 914 

 915 

Figure 12.  Patterns of input responsivity form multiple gradients in the spiral ganglion that were 916 

dynamically and selectively modulated.  A, In the control condition average APD input responsivity was 917 

graded as a function of adaptation category in the middle and apex regions (dotted double arrows).   918 

These electrophysiological features were also tonotopically graded, yet interestingly, this observation 919 

was limited to the RA neurons (dashed double arrow).  The electrophysiological behavior summarized 920 

for APD was also observed for APR current thresholds, as was the expected reciprocal activity for Rin.   921 

B, Selective modulation by cAMP eliminated the RA tonotopic gradient (dashed double arrow) and 922 

restricted the significance of the local gradients between adaptation groups to the apex.   923 

 924 
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